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Patented Apr. 24, 1951 ; : - - - - 2,550,553 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
, FEEDING MECHANISMFOR SEWING 

. . . . . . . MACHINES 

David A. Graesser, Westfield, and Anthony J. 
Matuzas, Union, N.J., assignors to The Singer 
Manufacturing Company, Elizabeth, N. J., a 
corporation of New Jersey 

features of the invention and the advantages 
attained thereby, will be readily understood, by 
those skilled in the art. . . 
In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a longitudinal verti 

cal sectional view of a Sewing machine embody 55 

Application March 24, 1948, Serial No. 16,796 
17 Claims. (Cl. 112-210) 

This invention relates to feeding mechanisms ing the present invention, with certain ones of 
for sewing machines and it has as an object to the parts shown in elevation. - - - . . . . 
provide an improved four-motioned feeding Fig. 2 is an enlarged transverse vertical sec 
mechanism capable of being embodied in a rela- tional view taken substantially on the line 2-2 
tively small cylindrical Work-Supporting arm. i5 of Fig. 1. ... r w 
Another object of the invention is to provide Fig. 3 is an enlarged central vertical sectional 

an improved four-motioned feeding mechanism view of the free end portion of the work-Support 
of this nature in which the feed-driving mech- ing arm and the improved feeeding mechanism 
anism and the feed-lift mechanism are SO con- therein, the loop-taker shaft and the loop-taker 
structed and coordinated that the feed-dog is lo thereon being shown in elevation. -- 
moved in a plane substantially parallel to the 4 - Fig. 4 is a botton view of the machine shown 
upper face of the throat-plate during its entire in Fig. 1 with parts of the bed and the Work-Sup 
Work-advancing stroke. - porting arm broken away. - r 
Another object of the invention is to provide Figs, 5 and 6 are vertical Sectional views taken 

an improved feeding mechanism in which the 16 substantially on the lines 5-5 and 6-6, respec 
feed-bar is guided to move in vertical and hori- tively, of Fig. 1. - ... 
Zontal planes without objectionable friction and Fig. 7 is a detail vertical sectional view taken 
in which the feed-drive and feed-lift mecha- substantially on the line 7-7 of Fig.1. 
nisms transmit their respective motions to the Fig. 8 is a detail sectional view taken substan 
feed-bar without any angular distortion. 20 tially on the line 8-8 of Fig. 2. . 
Another object of this invention is to provide a, Fig. 9 is a disassembled perspective view of cer 

feeding mechanism having a feed-bar mounted tain elements of the present improved feeding 
for vertical and horizontal sliding movements mechanism, hereinafter to be described. 
and in which feed-lift and feed-drive movements Figs. 10 and 11 are diagrammatic views, in two 
are transmitted to said feed-bar by feed-lift and 25 positions, of portions of the feed-lift mechanism 
feed-drive rock-shafts through the medium of and the means for dropping the work-engaging 
freely swinging vertically and horizontally dis- portion of the feed-dog below the upper surface 
posed links, respectively. of the throat-plate and for rendering the feed 
A still further object of the invention is to pro- lift mechanism ineffective to raise the feed-dog. 

vide a four-motioned feeding mechanism having 30 Referring more specifically to the drawings, 
improved manually actuated means for render- the invention is disclosed as embodied in a seW 
ing the feeding mechanism ineffective to feed ing machine- comprising a frame including an 
the Work by dropping the feed-dog below the inverted box-like base to which is secured a 
upper surface of the throat-plate to facilitate horizontally disposed cylindrical work-support 
manual shifting of the work, as when embroider-35 ing arm 2. Secured upon the upper side of the 
ing, darning, etc. - - - . . . base is a sewing machine: head comprising a 

Still another object of the invention is to pro- standard 3, and an overhanging bracket-arm 4 
wide, in a feeding mechanism having a feed- which terminates in a vertically-disposed brack 
drive mechanism and a feed-lift mechanism, et-arm head 5. Journaled horizontally in the 
means for shifting the feed-dog to a position 40 bracket-arm in bearings 6 and 1 is a main or 
wholly below the upper surface of the throat- needle-bar driving shaft 8 to the rear end of 
plate and for simultaneously thereWith render- which is secured a combined belt and hand wheel 
ing the feed-lift mechanism ineffective to lift 9, by means of which the shaft is rotated from 
the feed-dog. any suitable source of power. Mounted in bear 
With the above and other objects in view, as 45 ings I 0 and li in the bracket-arm head 5 is a 

will hereinafter appear, the invention comprises reciprocating needle-bar 2 which carries, at its 
the devices, combinations, and arrangements of lower end, an eye-pointed thread-carrying nee 
parts hereinafter set forth and illustrated in the dle 3. The needle-bar is reciprocated from the 
accompanying drawings of a preferred embodi- shaft 8 through the medium of a crank-disk f4 
ment of the invention, from which the several 50 secured upon the shaft, a crank pin 5 carried 

by the disk, and a link 6 connecting the crank 
pin. With a stud carried by a collar 7 secured 
upon the needle-bar. The bracket-arm head 
also carries the usual spring-depressed presser 
bar:8 to the lower end of which is secured a coni 

  



3 
ventional work-engaging presser-foot 9 adapted 
to cooperate with a feeding mechanism, herein 
after described, to effect step-by-step feeding 
movements of the Work. 
Cooperating With the needle in the formation 

of Stitches is a rotary loop-taker 20, which, in 
the present case, is of the rotary hook type hav 
ing a needle-thread loop seizing beak 2 f. The 
loop-taker has journaled therein a bobbin-car 
rier 22 which is retained against rotation with 
the loop-taker by its engagement with stop shoul 
ders, as 23, carried by the under side of a slotted 
throat-plate 24, Secured to the upper portion of 
the arm 2, adjacent its free end. 
The loop-taker 20 is secured upon one end of a 

rotary loop-taker shaft 25 journaled, adjacent its 
forward end, in a bearing member 26 secured in 
bearing bosses 2 and 2b depending from the up 
per Wall of the arm 2 and, at its rear end, in a 
bearing 27 provided by the base . The loop 
taker shaft 25 is rotated from the main shaft 8 
through the medium of a pair of bevel gears 28, 
29, which drive a shaft 30 journaled vertically in 
the standard 3, and a second pair of bevel gears 
3, 32 of which the former is secured upon the 
shaft 30 and the latter upon the loop-taker shaft 
25. The ratios of the gears 28, 29 and 3., 32 are 
Such that the loop-taker shaft and the loop 
taker carried thereby are given two rotations for 
each rotation of the main shaft 8 and conse 
quently two rotations for each reciprocation of 
the needle-bar. 
An improved four-motioned feeding mecha 

nism, now to be described, is provided for ad 
vancing the Work once for each reciprocation of 
the needle. This feeding mechanism comprises a 
feed-dog 33 having serrated work-engaging por 
tions which operate through slots in the throat 
plate 24. The feed-dog is secured, as by screws 
34, to the flat upper surface 35a of a vertically 
disposed ring-like supporting member 35, here 
inafter called the feed-bar, which surrounds the 
bearing member 26 and is given rising and falling 
movements from a feed-lift rock-shaft 36 jour 
naled lengthwise within the work-supporting arm 
2 on pintles 37 and 38 secured in the machine 
frame. The feed-bar 35 and the feed-dog 33 car 
ried thereby are also given feed and return move 
ments, from a feed-drive rock-shaft 39 journaled 
lengthwise within the arm 2 on pintles 40 and 41, 
also secured in the machine frame. 
Secured upon the main shaft 8 is a feed-drive 

cam 42 which rotates between the spaced walls 
43 of a fork 43 formed at the upper end of a 
pitman 44. At its lower end, the pitman 44 is . 
pivotally connected, at 45, to one end of a rock 
arm 46, the other end of which is secured upon 
the feed-drive rock-shaft 39, as by pinch joint 
4. Adjacent its upper end, the pitman 44 car 
ries a roller stud 48 which tracks a channel 49a 
formed in a guide-block 49 mounted, for angular 
adjustment, on a screw stud 50 supported by the 
standard 3. The block 49 carries a handle 5? 
which projects through a slot 3a in the forward 
wall of the standard 3. With the parts in the 
positions shown in Fig. 2, back and forth oscilla 
tion of the pitman 44, about the pivot 45, by the 
cam 42, will cause the roller stud 48 to ride up 
and down in the inclined channel 49a thereby 
translating the back and forth movements of the 
pitman into endwise reciprocations. These end 
Wise movements of the pitman cause the rock 
arm 46 and the feed-drive shaft 39 to be oscillated 
about the axis of that shaft. These oscillations 
transmit feed and return movements to the feed 
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4. 
bar 35 and the feed-dog 24 carried thereby, by 
mechanism hereinafter described. The portion 
of the feed-drive mechanism above described is 
conventional and forms no part of this invention. 
As is well understood, the amount of endwise 
movement transmitted to the pitman 44 by the 
stud 48 and block 49 and consequently the length 
of feed stroke of the feed-dog 24, is dependent 
upon the angular setting of the block. By shift 
ing the handle 5 upwardly from its lowermost 
position to a mid-position the feed stroke may be 
reduced from maximum to Zero. Likewise by 
shifting the handle upwardly above its mid-posi 
tion the angular position of the block 49 and 
channel 49 may be inclined in the direction op 
posite to that shown in Fig. 2 thereby effecting a 
reWerSefeed. 
The means for giving to the feed-bar 35 and 

feed-dog 24 their rising and falling movements, 
in synchronism with their feed and return move 
ments, comprises an eccentric 52 secured upon the 
main shaft 8, adjacent the feed-drive can 42. 
This eccentric is surrounded by the strap end 53 
of a pitman 53. At its lower end, the pitman 53 
is pivotally connected, by a stud 54, to the upper 
end of a link. 55, the lower end of Which is piv 
oted, by stud screw 56, to the free end of a rock 
arm 57 secured, by pinch joint 58, on the feed 
lift rock-shaft 36. The Stud 54 carries a roller 
59 which tracks a channel 60 formed in a tiltable 
guide-block 60 integral with a shank 6 journaled 
in boss 62 depending from the uper Wall of the 
base . The shank 6 and block 60 are friction 
ally retained in their adjusted positions by a fric 
tion washer 63 interposed between the boss 62 
and a nut 64 threaded on the Shank. A hand 
lever. 65 secured on the shank 6i, between the nut 
64 and a second nut 66, serves as means for an 
gularly adjusting the block 60. 
With the parts in the positions illustrated in 

Figs. 1, 2 and 10, endwise reciprocations of the 
pitman 53, under the influence of the eccentric 
52, causes the roller 59 to ride up and down in 
the channel 60 at an angle of approximately 30 
degrees to the vertical, as represented by the air 
row a in Fig. 10. These movements shift the link 
55 endwise, as represented by arrow b, which, in 
turn, oscillate the rock-arm 57 and feed-lift rock 
shaft 36, as indicated by the arrow c. 
From the foregoing, it Will be understood that, 

with the parts in the positions ShoWn in FigS. 1, 
2 and 10, rotation of the shaft 8 Will effect OScil 
latory motions in the feed-lift shaft 36 and the 
feed-drive shaft 39. These oscillatory motions 
are transmitted to the feed-bar 35, and to the 
feed-dog 33 carried thereby, through the medium 
of directly acting endwise movable links which 
give to the feed-bar vertical rising and falling 
movements and horizontal feed and return move 
ments. - 

As shown most clearly in Figs. 1, 3 and 9, the 
stationary bearing member 26, for the loop-taker 
shaft 25, is formed, at One end, with a stationary 
guide member in the form of a disk or flange. 26a. 
provided with diametrically opposed vertically 
arranged slots 26 and 26 and a flattened and 
beveled upper edge 26d. Surrounding the bear 
ing member 26, and in engagement with the rear 
face of the disk 26, is a flat ring-like slide mem 
ber 67 having forwardly projecting lugs 67b, 67c 
which are slidingly received in the slots 26b and 
26, respectively, in the disk 2.68. The slide mem 
ber 67 is formed with a relatively large central 
aperture 67d which affords sufficient clearance 
around the bearing member 26 to permit the 
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slide member to partake of the vertical move 
ments of the feed-bar. ... At its rear side, the slide 
member 67 carries lugs, 67e. and 67 f.; which are 
slidingly fitted within horizontally arranged slide 
ways 35e and 35, respectively, formed in the feed 
bar 35. The feed-bar 35 also has a relatively 
large central aperture 35d which affords sufficient 
clearance around the bearing member 26 to per 
mit the feed-bar to be given vertical feed-lift 
and horizontal feed-drive movements. The for 
Ward vertical face of the feed-bar is held in con 
tact with the rear vertical face of the slide mem 
ber 67 by a stationary guide plate. 68 which sur 
rounds the bearing member 26 and which is held 
in contact with the rear face of the feed-bar by 
a. Washer 69 and a snap ring 70, which latter is 
fitted into an annular groove 7 in the bearing 
member 26. A pin 72, secured in the plate 68 
and projecting therefrom and fitted into a drill 
hole, 73 in the member 35, anchors the plate 
against rotation about that member. 
Secured in the feed-bar 35, and projecting 

rearwardly therefrom, are two horizontally dis 
posed pins 74 and 75 connected, respectively, to 
the feed-lift and feed-drive mechanisms. The 
pin. 74 passes through an aperture 68a in the 
plate 68. The upper edge of the plate 68 is 
formed with a cut-out 68b, which affords clear 
ance for the pin 75. Journaled on the pin 74 is 
the lower end of a vertically disposed feed-lift 
link 76, the upper end of which is pivotally con 
nected, by a bolt 77, with the free end 788 of a 
rock-arm 78 integral with the feed-lift rock 
shaft 36. . . . . . . . . ... . . 

turned about its pivot 6A, which, as shown most 
clearly by Figs. 8 and 10, is located more closely 
to the upper end of the block 60 than to the lower 
end thereof. This turning movement of the 
block 60 shifts the link 56 upwardly to the posi 
tion shown in full lines in Fig. 11. This upward 
endwise movement of the link. 55 turns the rock 
arm 57, rock-shaft 36 and rock-arm 78 clock 
Wise about the axis of the rock-shaft thereby 

10 dropping the link 16, feed-bar 35 and feed-dog 
33 from the position shown in dotted lines in 
Fig. 11 to the position shown in full lines. The 
feed-bar and the feed-dog are maintained in this 
lowered position so long as the hand lever 65 is 

5 retained in the position illustrated in FigS. 7...and 
11. In this position of the parts, endwise rer, 
ciprocation of the pitman 53, under the influence 
of the eccentric 52, causes the stud 59 to be shifted 
back and forth in the channel 648 in the block 

20 60, as represented by the arrow a'. Inasmuch 
as this movement is of limited extent and is sub 
stantially tangential to an arc swung from the 
axis of the pivot Screw 56, the link 5.5 Swingsidly 
about the screw 56, as indicated by the arrow b' 

25 and no appreciable lifting movement is trans 
mitted to the feed-bar 35 and feed-dog 33. 
Having thus set forth the nature of the inven 

tion, what We claim herein is: - - 
1. A feeding mechanism for sewing machines 

30 comprising a vertically disposed feed-bar; a feed 
dog Secured to said, feed-bar; means connected 
directly to Said feed-bar for supporting said feed 
bariand for giving to it feed-drive and feed-lift 
movements; a guide member engaging one face 

: The pin 75, which projects from the feed-bar 35 of said feed-bar; and an interfitting sliding con 
35, has pivotally mounted thereon one end of a 
horizontally disposed feed-drive link 9 the other 
end of which is pivotally connected, by a bolt 80 
with the upper free end 8 fa of an arcuate rock 
arm 8 integral with the feed-drive rock-shaft 39. 
From the foregoing it will be understood that 

the feed-bar 35 and the slide member 67 are 
mounted for simultaneous vertical movement be 
tween the flange 268 and the plate 68, while the 
feed-bar is mounted for independent horizontal 
movement between the slide member 67 and the 
plate 68. The feed-lift link 76 and the feed-drive 
link 79 are connected to the feed-bar 35, and 
transmit feed-lift and feed-drive movements: di 
rectly to the feed-bar without any binding or any 
angular distortion. Inasmuch as the member 
67 is free to float with the feed-bar the vertical 
and horizontal guideways 26b, 260 and 35e, 35t 
serve to orient the feed-bar but in no way deter 
mine the path of movement of a point on the 
feed-bar, this being directly determined by the 
characteristics of the linkage and the actuating 
means therefor. . '' . . . . . . 

: The means for dropping the feed-dog and for 
maintaining the Work-engaging teeth thereof be 
low the work-supporting surface of the throat 
plate will now be described. As hereinbefore 
stated, with the parts in the positions illustrated 
in FigS. 1, 2 and 10, rotation of the main shaft 8 
and the eccentric 52 thereon Will effect end Wise 
reciprocations of the pitman 53 which, in turn, 
through the guide block 60, link.55 and rock-arm 
5, will oscillate the feed-lift rock-shaft. 36, and 
cause the rock-arm 78 and link 76 to raise and 
lower the feed-bar 35 and the feed-dog 33 secured 
thereto. When it is desired to drop the feed 
dog and to discontinue its rising and falling 
movements, the operator shifts the hand lever 
65 rearwardly to the position illustrated in Figs. 
"7 and 11. This causes the guide-block 60 to be : 

nection between said feed-bar and said member 
for guiding said feed-bar in its horizontal feed 
and return movements. . . . 

2. A feeding mechanism for sewing machines 
40 comprising a rotary drive shaft; a vertically dis 

posed feed-bar; a feed-dog secured to said feed 
bar; means actuated by said drive shaft and 
connected directly to said feed-bar for support 
ing said feed-bar and for giving to it feed-drive 

45 and feed-lift movements; guide members engag 
ing the opposite faces of said feed-bar; and an 
interfitting sliding connection between said feed 
bar and one of said members for guiding said 
feed-bar in its horizontal feed and return move 

50 ments. - 
3. A feeding mechanism for sewing machines 

comprising a rotary drive shaft; a vertically dis 
posed feed-bar; a feed-dog secured to said feed 
bar; means actuated by said drive shaft and 

55 connected directly to said feed-bar for support 
ing Said feed-bar and for giving to it feed-drive 
and feed-lift movements; a stationary guide 
member horizontally spaced from said feed-bar; 
a movable guide member disposed between the 

60 opposed faces of said feed-bar and said station 
alry guide member; an interfitting sliding con 
nection between said movable guide member and 
Said stationary guide member for constraining 
said movable guide member to move in a prede 

65 termined right-line direction; and an interfitting 
sliding connection between said movable guide 
member and said feed-bar for constraining said 
feed-bar to move relative to said movable guide 
member in a predetermined right-line direction 

70 which is disposed at right angles to the first men 
tioned direction. - 
. . 4. A feeding mechanism for sewing machines 
comprising a rotary drive shaft; a vertically dis 
posed feed-bar; a feed-dog secured to said feed 

25 bar; means, including horizontally, and vertically 
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idisposed links actuated from said drive.shaft and 
“connected to said feed-bar for supporting Said 
'feed-bair and for giving to 3it feed-drive;and feed 
lift in ovements; a Stationary guide meinber hori 
-zontally spaced fro)n said...feed-bait; a movable 
guide member disposed between the opposed 
faces of Said feed-bar and Said stationary, guide 
-member; an interfitting sliding connection be 
tWeen...said movable guide member and Said sta 
tionary guide member for Constraining said mov 
lable guide member to move in...a predetermined 
right-line direction, and an interfitting sliding 
:connection between said: movable guide member 
and Said...feedbar for constraining said feed-bar 
sto move relative to Said nowable guide member 
.in a predetermined right-line direction which is 
sdisposed at right angles to the first mentioned 
idirection. . . . . . . . . - . 
... 5.A..feeding mechanism for sewing nachines 
comprising a rotary drive shaft; a feed-bar hav 
inga, horizontally disposed guide surface; a feed 
dog Secured to Said feed-bar; iaeans actuated 
by Said drive shaft and connected to said feed 
bar. for Supporting said...feed-bar and for giving 
to it...feed-drive and feed-lift movements; a sta 
tionary guide plate engaging, one face of said 
feed-bar; and a slide member engaging the op 
posite face of said feed-bar and having a portion 
'complemental to the guide surface of said feed 
bar for guiding said feed-bar in its horizontal 
feed and return movements. -- 
... 6...A.feeding mechanism for sewing machines 
Comprising a rotary drive shaft; a feed-bar hav 
ing-horizontally disposed guide surfaces; a feed 
dog, secured to Said-feed-bar; means actuated by 
said drive shaft and connected directly to said 
feed-bar for giving to the feed-bar its feed-drive 
and feed-lift movements; a guide plate engaging 
one face of said feed-bar; a slide member engag 
ing the opposite face of said feed-bar; and hori 
Zontally-disposed guide surfaces provided by said 
slide member and engaging the guide surfaces of 
said feed-bar to guide the feed-bar during its 
feed and return movements. 

7. A feeding mechanism for sewing imachines 
comprising a rotary drive shaft; a vertically dis 
posed-feed-bar; a feed-dog secured to said feed 
bar; means actuated by said drive shaft and con 
nected directly with said feed-bar for supporting 
the feed-bar and for giving to it feed-drive and 
feed-lift movements; first and second guide 
members having their inner faces engaging the 
opposite faces of said feed-bar, the first one of 
said members being stationary and the second 
being slidingly connected horizontally to said 
feed-bar to guide the feed-bar in its horizontal 
movements and to cause said second guide mem 
ber to partake of the vertical movements of the 
feed-bar; and vertically disposed guide neans 
engaging said second guide member to guide said 
second guide member in its vertical movements 
with the feed-bar. - 

8. A feeding mechanism for Sewing machines 
comprising a rotary drive shaft; a vertically dis 
posed feed-bar having a horizontal slideway; a 
feed-dog secured to said feed-bar; means includ 
ing vertically and horizontally disposed endwise 
movable links actuated by said drive shaft and 
connected directly With said feed-bar for Sup 
porting the feed-bar and for giving to it feed 
lift and feed-drive movements, respectively; 
first and second guide members having their in 
ner faces engaging the opposite faces of said 
feed-bar, the first, one of said members being 
stationary and the Second being provided. With a 
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8 
horizontally disposed guide:rib fitted within the 
slideway in said feed-bar to guide the feed-bar 
in its horizontal movements and to cause said 
Second guide member to partake of the Vertical 
movements of the feed-bar; and vertically dis 
posed guide means engaging said second guide 
member to guide said second guide member in its 
vertical movements with the feed-bar. 

9. A feeding mechanism for SeWing machines 
comprising a feed-drive rock-shaft; a first rock 
arm on said rock-shaft; a feed-lift rock-shaft; 
a second rock-arm on said feed-lift rock-shaft; 
a vertically disposed feed-bar; a feed-dog Se 
cured to Said feed-bar; a horizontally disposed 
link connecting said first rock-arm with said 
sfeed-bar; a Wertically disposed link connecting 
said second rock-arm with said feed-bar; a mov 
able guide member connected. With said feed-bar 
so that relative novelinents therebetween are 
confined to a right-line direction; and a station 
alry guide member connected With said nowable 
guide member so that the movements of said 
movable guide member are confined to a right 
line direction Which is disposed at light angles 
to the first mentioned direction. ; 

10. A feeding mechanism for a Sewing machine 
having a Substantially cylindrical work-Support 
ing arm, COmprising a feed-drive rock-shaft, jour 
inaled in the lower portion of Said work-support 
ing arm and Substantially mid-Way between the 
Sidewalls thereof; a first rock-arn-on said rock 
shaft and having its free end located in the up 
perportion of said work-supporting arm; a feed 
lift rock-shaft; a second rock-arm on said feed 
lift rock-Shaft; a vertically disposed feed-bar; 
a feed-dog Secured to said feed-bar; a horizon 
tally disposed link connecting the free-end of 
said first rock-arm with said feed-bar; a wer 
tically disposed link connected at its upper-end 
to the free end of said second rock-arm and at 
itS. lower end to said feed-bar; guide members 
-engaging the opposite faces of said feed-bar, one 
-Of Said guide members being constrained to move 
(vertically; and an interfitting sliding connection 
between said feed-bar and said one of said mem 
iberS for guiding said feed-bar in its horizontal 
feed and return movements. 

11. In a sewing machine, in combination, a substantially cylindrical work-supporting arm; a 
loop-taker Shaft, bearing 'Segured Within Said arm 
and comprising a cylindrical portion extending 
lengthwise of . said arm Substantially centrally 
thereof and a transverse flange at one-end of said 
cylindrical portion; a loop-taker shaft journaled 
in said bearing; a vertically disposed feed-bar 
Surrounding said shaft bearing; a feed-dog car 
ried by said feed-bar; a guide member-surround 
ing said shaft bearing and secured thereto against 
rotation, said guide member bearing against one 
face of said feed-bar; a second guide member 
mounted for vertical movement on the flange 
portion of said shaft bearing and engaging the 
other face of said feed-ibar; and a horizontally 
disposed interfitting guiding connection between 
said second guide member and said feed-ibar. 

12. In a sewing machine, in combination, a 
Substantially cylindrical work-supporting arm; 
a loop-taker shaft bearing secured within said 
arm and comprising a cylindrical portion extend 
ing lengthwise of said arm substantially central 
ly thereof and a transverse flange at one end of 
Said cylindrical portion said flange being provided 
"With oppositely extending vertically disposed 'ra 
dial slots; a loop-taker shaft journaled in said 

75 bearing; a vertically disposed ring-like feed-bar 
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surrounding said shaft bearing; a feed-dog car 
ried by said feed-bar; a plate-like guide member 
surrounding said shaft bearing and Secured 
thereto against rotation, said guide member bear 
ing against one face of said feed-bar; a Second 
guide member having projecting lugs slidingly 
fitted within the slots in the flange portion of 
said shaft bearing, said second guide member en 
gaging the other face of said feed-bar; and a 
horizontally disposed interfitting guiding connec- { 
tion between said second guide member and Said 
feed-bar. 

13. In a sewing machine, in combination, a 
substantially cylindrical work-Supporting arm; a 
loop-taker shaft bearing secured within said arm 
and comprising a cylindrical portion extending 
lengthwise of said arm substantially centrally 
thereof and a transverse flange at one end of Said 
cylindrical portion said flange being provided 
with oppositely extending vertically disposed ra 
dial slots; a loop-taker shaft journaled in Said 
bearing; a vertically disposed feed-bar surround 
ing said shaft bearing and provided. With a hori 
zontally disposed slideway; a feed-dog carried 
by said feed-bar; a vertically disposed guide 
member surrounding said shaft bearing and Se 
cured thereto against rotation, Said guide mem 
ber engaging the rear face of Said feed-bar; a 
second guide member engaging the forward face 
of said feed-bar and having at one face a pair of 
projecting lugs slidingly fitted within the slots 
in the flange portion of said shaft bearing and 
at its opposite face a pair of projecting lugs 
fitted within the slideway in said feed-bar; and 
means directly engaging said feed-bar for giving 
to it vertical and horizontal movements. 

14. A sewing machine combining a frame; a 
rotary drive shaft journaled therein; a slotted 
throat-plate carried by said frame; a work-feed 
ing mechanism comprising a four-motioned feed 
bar; a feed-dog secured to said feed-bar and hav 
ing serrated portions normally operating through 
the slots in the throat-plate; means actuated 
from said drive-shaft for giving to Said feed-bar 
feed and return movements; feed-lifting mecha 
nism actuated by said drive. Shaft for giving to 
said feed-bar up and down movements in Syn 
chronism with its feed and return movements, 
said feed-lifting means comprising an actuating 
element on said drive shaft; a pitman connected 
to said element for endwise reciprocation there 
by; a feed-lift rock-shaft connected With Said 
feed-bar; connecting means between Said pitman 
and said rock-shaft for transmitting to the rock 
shaft oscillatory motions from the endwise recip 
rocations of said pitman; and manually shift 
able means for rendering said connecting means 
ineffective to oscillate said rock-shaft and for 
simultaneously therewith shifting said feed-dog 
to a position wholly below the upper Surface of 
the throat-plate. 

15. A sewing machine combining a frame; a 
rotary drive shaft journaled therein, a work-feed 
ing mechanism comprising a four-motioned feed 
bar; a feed-dog carried by Said feed-bar; means 
actuated from said drive shaft for giving to Said 
feed-bar feed and return movements; feed-lift 
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10 
ing mechanism actuated by said drive shaft for 
giving to said feed-bar up and down movements 
in Synchronism. With its feed and return move 
ments, said feed-lifting means comprising an 
actuating element on said drive shaft; a pitman 
connected to said element for endwise reciproca 
tion thereby; a feed-lift rock-shaft connected 
with said feed-bar; connecting means between 
Said pitman and said rock-shaft comprising a 
rock-arn on said rock-shaft; a link pivotally con 
nected at its lower end to the free end of Said 
rock-arm and at its upper end to the lower end 
of Said pitman; guide means acting on the lower 
end of said pitman to cause it to move in a path 
to transmit endwise movements to said link 
thereby to cause it to effect oscillation of said 
feed-lift rock-shaft; and means to vary the guide 
means to cause the lower end of the pitman to 
move in a path Substantially tangent to an arc 
swung from the lower pivotal connection of said 
link, thereby to discontinue the oscillation of 
Said feed-lift rock-shaft. 

16. A sewing machine as set forth in claim 15 
in which the guide means which acts On the lower 
end of the pitman to cause it to move in a path 
to transmit endWise movements to the link con 
prises a pivotally mounted guide-block having a 
slideway and a stud on the lower end of said 
pitman Which tracks Said slideWay, and in Which 
the means for varying the guide means to cause 
the lower end of the pitman to move in a path 
Substantially tangent to an arc Swung from the 
lower pivotal connection of the link comprises a 
manually actuatable hand lever Secured to Said 
guide-block and readily accessible to the machine 
operator. 

17. A sewing machine as set forth in claim 15 
in which the means which acts on the lower end 
of the pitman to cause it to move in a path to 
transmit endwise movement to the link comprises 
a pivotally mounted guide-block having a slide 
way, and a stud on the lower end of said pitman 
which tracks Said Slideway and is maintained 
eccentric to the pivot of the guide-block; and in 
which a hand lever is Secured to said guide-block 
and serves as means to shift the guide-block to 
a position in which it renders the pitman in 
effective to transmit OScillations to Said feed-lift 
rock-shaft and simultaneously therewith shifts 
Said link endwise thereby to turn Said feed-lift 
rock-shaft to cause it to lower the upper portion 
of Said feed-dog below the upper Surface of the 
throat-plate. 

DAVIDA. GRAESSER. 
ANTHONY J. MATUZAS, 
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